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Why reducing the energy consumption of IoT devices is important?

• Many of these devices (smart locks, security cameras) need to run on 
battery or rely on energy harvesting

• These devices impact the energy footprint of Information and 
Communications Technology (ICT)
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Compared with cellular networks, 
WiFi operates in unlicensed bands

Does not require the installation of 
additional wireless infrastructure

The power consumption of WiFi transceivers 
has been significantly reduced during the recent years

Compared to 802.15.4 and Bluetooth, 
WiFi offers considerably higher data rates

Why WiFi (802.11) for IoT Connectivity?
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Three
Essential 

Operations

Association

Maintaining Association

Periodic Beacon Reception
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§ In both systems, one core is dedicated to the 802.11 subsystem and the other core 
is used for running applications

§ Both boards support: 
§ FreeRTOS with LwIP protocol stack
§ ThreadX with NetX protocol stack

§ Used by Amazon Tap, LG Urbane Watch, and Samsung Gear S2

CYW43907 includes two 
ARM-Cortex R processors

BCM4343W includes two  
ARM-Cortex M processors

CYW BCM
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Association Process

• Step 1: The station scans for all nearby APs by sending probe requests on all 
the channels

• Step 2: The station sends an association request to the AP and awaits to 
receive an association response

• Step 3: The station performs key exchange with the AP
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§ Join: The station scans for all nearby APs
§ Join Specific: The station probes only a particular AP on a channel known to 

the station, then step 2 and step 3 are performed

Probing
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Key Offloading
§ A pairwise master key (PMK) is computed during association
§ Using SHA-1, PMK is typically derived from the WiFi password, SSID, and SSID length
§ This function is implemented in the wireless driver, and therefore, it is run by the 

transceiver's processor

PMK is generated by the application processor 
and then the key is passed to the WiFi sub-system 
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§ FreeRTOS w/LwIP
§ ThreadX w/NetXDuo

Operating System
Network Stack
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FreeRTOS w/LwIP
Join Specific reduces energy consumption 

by 43% compared to Join

Join Specific w/PMK reduces 
energy by 58%

ThreadX w/NetXDuo
Join Specific reduces energy 

consumption by 21% compared to Join

Join Specific w/PMK reduces
energy by 26%
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Beacon Reception
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§ WiFi uses power save mechanism (PSM)
§ Access point periodically broadcasts beacon packets, and stations are 

required to wake up and receive beacons
§ The access point informs the station about buffered packets by setting the 

association ID (AID) of the beacon packet in its traffic indication map (TIM) 
field

Beacon Transmission

Periodic Wake up

Access
Point

Station
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§ An IoT station can utilize a longer listen interval to reduce the number of wake-ups
§ The listen interval coefficient (denoted as τ) specifies wake-up duration as a multiple of 

beacon interval

AP

Station

Listen Interval = 2
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§ Downlink traffic and interference further increase the wake-up 
duration of CYW board

§ Beacon packets are delayed by the TXOP of voice access category (VO AC)
§ First, the VO AC defines a 1.504 ms TXOP period
§ Second, the default AC of beacon packets is background (BK), which has a 

lower priority compared to VO

§ With interference, beacon packets are subject to collision and loss

Voice TXOP (1.504 ms)

Time to Send 
Beacon Packet

Delayed Beacon 
Transmission
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Increasing listen interval cannot be simply used as a method to

improve energy efficiency

This is because transceivers show different overheads considering

listen interval duration, beacon reception delay, and interference

Takeaway
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Maintaining Association
§ How stations maintain their association with AP?
§ What are the causes of station disassociation?
§ How can we eliminate the causes of disassociation?
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§ If a station does not communicate with the AP for ap_max_inactivity duration:
§ The AP sends a poll frame to the station 
§ Association is maintained if a response is received

Kernel

User-space

Station 1:
Inactivity 

timer

Station n:
Inactivity 

timer

ap_max_inactivity
skip_inactivity_poll 

hostapd

…
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• This testbed was set up in a home environment 
• In addition to the CYW board, there are 12 other IoT stations (such as cameras, thermostat, 

and Amazon Echo/Dot) associated with the AP
• The RSSI perceived by the station varies between -40 to -55 dBm.

Pinger

Access Point

hostapd

AP Monitor
Sniffer

Station
(CYW)

Collector

Ethernet
Connection

Wireless Connection
Serial 

Connection

…

Smartphone 

Other IoT 
Stations
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Successful polling 
up to this point

The number of beacon packets 
that include the AID of the station 
is suddenly increased to 9

Station reassociates with 
the AP after receiving  

deauthentication packet

Listen interval = 1 | ap_max_inactivity  = 300 sec
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Even when the listen interval matches the beacon period,
the internal timer of hostapd prevents the AP from
making enough attempts to poll the station and maintain
association

Takeaway
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Pinger

Access Point

hostapd

AP Monitor
Sniffer

Station
(CYW)

Collector

Ethernet
Connection

Wireless Connection
Serial 

Connection

…

Mobile 
Phone

Other IoT 
Stations

Fig. 6: The testbed used for studying parameters affecting association durability.

VI. MAINTAINING ASSOCIATION

Associated stations need to periodically communicate with
the AP to renew their inactivity timer maintained by the
AP. Referring to hostapd configuration, if a station does
not communicate with the AP for ap_max_inactivity
duration, the AP either disassociates and deauthenticates the
station immediately, or sends a poll frame to the station
and maintains the association if a response is received. This
configuration is available via the skip_inactivity_poll
flag. Maintaining association is particularly important to ensure:
(i) IoT stations spending most of their time in sleep mode can
communicate with the AP without having to reassociate, and
(ii) the AP can deliver downlink packets to the station.

In this section, we identify the challenges and present solu-
tions to maintain association.

A. Configuration
Figure 6 shows the testbed used for the studies of this section.

AP Monitor is a user-space daemon running on the AP to
monitor association status, connected time, and idle time of the
station. This daemon connects to the Collector via Ethernet and
continuously transmits its status. Sniffer is used to capture the
packets exchanged between the AP and the station. The sniffer
reports to the collector via an Ethernet connection. Collector
is connected to the station via a serial connection cable to
collect the number of received beacons by the station during the
current association period. Pinger is used to ping the station and
measure RTT. The AP, Sniffer, and Pinger report their statistical
information to the Collector via Ethernet.

This testbed was set up in a home environment where, in
addition to the IoT station under test (referred to as station
above), there are 12 other IoT stations (such as cameras,
thermostat, and Amazon Echos/Dots) associated with the AP.
The AP is placed in the family room and the IoT station is
placed in a bedroom. The AP-station distance is around 14
meters, and the RSSI perceived by the station varies between
-40 to -55 dBm.

B. Maintaining Association by Probing
In the first experiment, we evaluate the effect of listen

interval on connectivity. Since modifying the duration of
ap_max_inactivity on commercial APs is not possible,
we use its default value of 300 seconds in our experiments. The
skip_inactivity_poll is disabled. Figures 7(i) and (ii)
show the results when using ⌧ = 1 and ⌧ = 20, respectively.

In Figure 7(i), the AP can successfully poll the station every
300 seconds until 5000 seconds. At this point, as we can

(i) Listen interval coefficient (⌧ ) is 1.

(ii) Listen interval coefficient (⌧ ) is 20.

Fig. 7: AP-based polling and the impact of listen interval. In sub-figures (i)
and (ii): (a) Number of beacons received by the station (blue lines) as well
as the communications between the AP and station (red bars). (b) Number
of AID-matched beacons (indicating buffered packets for the station) per 30
seconds intervals. (c) Inactivity time of the station from the AP point of view.

observe in Figure 7(i)(b), the number of beacon packets that
include the AID of the station is suddenly increased to 9.
A closer look revealed an interesting behavior. After the first
beacon packet, the station needs to send two PS-Poll packets to
receive an ACK from the AP. The AP then sends 6 Null packets
to the station, but no ACK is received. Then, collision avoidance
mechanism (RTS/CTS) is used to communicate with the station,
and 20 RTS packets are sent. Meanwhile, hostapd’s probing
timer expires and the station is disassociated by the AP. Fortu-
nately, link reliability improves shortly and the disassociation
packet is conveyed to the station after the next beacon instance.
This scenario clearly shows the impact of link unreliability on
disassociation. Link unreliability is caused by various factors,
including interference and the distance between two nodes. The
main takeaway is that even when the listen interval matches the
beacon period, the internal timer of hostapd prevents the AP
from making enough attempts to poll the station and maintain
association.

Figure 7(ii) presents the same experiment with ⌧ = 20.
Two polling events at 300 and 600 seconds are performed
successfully. The third polling, however, fails because the AP
does not hear back PS-Poll from the station. We observed
that AP sends 35 beacons that include the station’s AID. In
this case, the AP assumes that the station is no longer in
range; thereby, it does not send a disassociation packet to
the station. Therefore, as Figure 7(ii)(a) shows the trend of
receiving beacons from the AP, from the station’s point of
view, the station is still connected to the AP. A disassociation-
unaware station does not make any attempt to re-associate
with the AP as long as it receives the beacon packets. For
event-based applications that trigger uplink traffic (e.g., video
streaming when motion is detected, reporting temperature when
a threshold is passed), this behavior may require the station
to re-associate whenever inter-event interval is longer than 300
seconds. For applications that require downlink communication

Successful polling 
up to this point

Third polling fails because 
the AP does not hear back 

any PS-Poll frame

The AP assumes that the station is no longer 
in range; thereby, it does not send a 
disassociation packet to the station

Station is unaware of 
disassociation!

Disassociation-
unaware station

Listen interval = 20 | ap_max_inactivity  = 300 sec
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A disassociation-unaware station does not make any attempt to 
re-associate with the AP as long as it receives beacon packets!

Maintaining association by relying on the AP to send probes is 
unreliable because the station may be left unaware of the 
disassociation event

Takeaway
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• The previous problems with AP-side probing can be eliminated by using 
station-generated keep-alive messages

• Some WiFi transceivers allow keep-alive packet generation in the 
transceiver

27
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• To verify successful downlink packet delivery, the Pinger pings the station 
every 450 seconds
• listen interval = 20 in these experiments
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Fig. 8: Maintaining association by using station-slide keep-alive packets. Listen
interval coefficient (⌧ ) is 20. (a) Number of beacons received by the station
(blue line) as well as the communication instances between the AP and station
(red bars). (b) Inactivity time of the station from the AP point of view. (c) RTT
of pinging. (d) Number of unicast packets exchanged between station and AP
per 30 seconds intervals. (e) Number of retransmissions between the station
and AP per 30 seconds intervals. (f) Number of AID-matched beacons sent
by the AP per 30 seconds intervals. The dotted lines in (c), (d), (e), and (f)
indicate ping transmission instances.

to re-associate whenever inter-event interval is longer than 300
seconds. For applications that require downlink communication
with stations, the disassociation from the AP prevents the user
or cloud platform from communicating with the station. The
main takeaway is that maintaining association by relying on
the AP to send probes is unreliable because the station may be
left unaware of disassociation event.

C. Maintaining Association by using Keep-Alive Packets

The above problem with AP-side probing can be eliminated
by using station-generated keep-alive messages. A keep-alive
message can be generated by sending a UDP, TCP, Null or ARP
packet. Some low-power transceivers allow keep-alive packet
generation without the involvement of application processor.
Both CYW and BCM support this feature. To validate the
effectiveness of transceiver-generated keep-alive packets, we
utilized driver APIs to set up Null packet generation. Also,
to verify successful downlink packet delivery, the Pinger (see
Figure 6) pings the station every 450 seconds.

Figure 8 shows the results for ⌧ = 20. In terms of con-
nectivity, Figures 8(a) and (b) show that the association is
maintained by both parties. The station’s inactive timer kept
by the AP is renewed every 150 seconds, which corresponds
to a Null keep-alive packet or the packet exchange caused
by pinging. Figure 8(c) confirms that ping message is always
delivered to the station, although some instances are as long as 8
seconds. Comparing Figures 8(c) and (f) reveals the relationship
between the number of AID-matched beacons and ping delay.
Specifically, the main cause of communication delay is the
number of beacon intervals that the AP needs to send AID-
matched beacons until a successful packet exchange.

To better understand the impact of link unreliability, assume
that the probability of packet arrival (ping in this case) at the
AP between each wake-up instance of a station is a uniform
distribution. In the absence of packet loss, for a listen interval
coefficient ⌧ , the average number of times the AP needs to

(i) wpa_group_update_count=4

(ii) wpa_group_update_count=32

Fig. 9: Impact of key renewal on association durability. Listen interval coeffi-
cient (⌧ ) is 20. In both sub-figures (i) and (ii): (a) Number of beacons received
by the station (blue lines) as well as the communications between the AP and
station (red bars). (b) Inactivity time of the station from the AP point of view.
(c) Connected time of the station from the AP point of view.

send AID-matched beacons before receiving the PS-Poll packet
is (⌧ � 1)/2. For this experiment, this theoretical average is
9.5. However, our results show an average value of 36, which
is caused by packet loss. The impact of packet loss can be
observed in Figures 8(d) and (e). Figure 8(c) reflects the high
number of packet exchanges required for the AP and station
to communicate. Figure 8(d) shows that packet retransmission
has been necessary for both pinging and keep-alive delivery.

D. Key Renewal

In the previous sections we showed the importance of peri-
odic communication with AP to renew its inactivity timer. In
this section, we confirm that key renewal is also a time-critical
operation and may result in disassociation.

With RSN, each station is assigned two keys: a Pairwise
Transition Keys (PTK) for unicast communication, and Group
Temporal Key (GTK) for multicast and broadcast communica-
tion. Both keys are periodically renewed based on the timer
values defined in hostapd’s configuration. The GTK is also
renewed whenever a station leaves the network. This renewal
is necessary to prevent the station from receiving multicast or
broadcast packets of the network that the station no longer
belongs to. This means mobility and disassociation of any
station may require the AP to communicate with all stations.

In the experiments of this section we use a mobile phone (see
Figure 6) to trigger GTK renewal. The mobile phone has been
programmed to leave the network every 450 seconds and then
join again after 3 seconds. Figure 9(i) shows the results with
the default configuration of hostapd. As it can be observed,
the GTK renewal is performed successfully until around 4000
seconds. At this time, due to link unreliability, the AP fails to
renew the key and disassociates the station. However, since the
station does not receive the disassociation packet, the result is
a disassociation-unaware station.

The average number of 
beacons sent before 

delivering a Ping message is 
36!

Caused by link unreliability, as can 
be see in these two figures
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• We showed the importance of periodic communication with AP to avoid 
disassociation

• Key renewal is also a time-critical operation and may result in disassociation
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• Each station is assigned two keys: a PTK for unicast communication, and GTK
for multicast and broadcast communication
• Both keys are periodically renewed

• The GTK is also renewed whenever a station leaves the network
• This renewal is necessary to prevent the station from receiving multicast or 

broadcast packets of the network that the station no longer belongs to
• Mobility and disassociation of any station causes key renewal

Ø Communication with all the stations to perform key renewal
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GTK renewal fails 
at this point due to 

link unreliability

• The station does not receive the disassociation packet 
• The result is a disassociation-unaware station
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• hostapd allows us to increase the number of key renewal retries
• We increase the value of wpa_group_update_count to 32, 

compared to its default value of 4

Fig. 8: Maintaining association by using station-slide keep-alive packets. Listen
interval coefficient (⌧ ) is 20. (a) Number of beacons received by the station
(blue line) as well as the communication instances between the AP and station
(red bars). (b) Inactivity time of the station from the AP point of view. (c) RTT
of pinging. (d) Number of unicast packets exchanged between station and AP
per 30 seconds intervals. (e) Number of retransmissions between the station
and AP per 30 seconds intervals. (f) Number of AID-matched beacons sent
by the AP per 30 seconds intervals. The dotted lines in (c), (d), (e), and (f)
indicate ping transmission instances.

to re-associate whenever inter-event interval is longer than 300
seconds. For applications that require downlink communication
with stations, the disassociation from the AP prevents the user
or cloud platform from communicating with the station. The
main takeaway is that maintaining association by relying on
the AP to send probes is unreliable because the station may be
left unaware of disassociation event.

C. Maintaining Association by using Keep-Alive Packets

The above problem with AP-side probing can be eliminated
by using station-generated keep-alive messages. A keep-alive
message can be generated by sending a UDP, TCP, Null or ARP
packet. Some low-power transceivers allow keep-alive packet
generation without the involvement of application processor.
Both CYW and BCM support this feature. To validate the
effectiveness of transceiver-generated keep-alive packets, we
utilized driver APIs to set up Null packet generation. Also,
to verify successful downlink packet delivery, the Pinger (see
Figure 6) pings the station every 450 seconds.

Figure 8 shows the results for ⌧ = 20. In terms of con-
nectivity, Figures 8(a) and (b) show that the association is
maintained by both parties. The station’s inactive timer kept
by the AP is renewed every 150 seconds, which corresponds
to a Null keep-alive packet or the packet exchange caused
by pinging. Figure 8(c) confirms that ping message is always
delivered to the station, although some instances are as long as 8
seconds. Comparing Figures 8(c) and (f) reveals the relationship
between the number of AID-matched beacons and ping delay.
Specifically, the main cause of communication delay is the
number of beacon intervals that the AP needs to send AID-
matched beacons until a successful packet exchange.

To better understand the impact of link unreliability, assume
that the probability of packet arrival (ping in this case) at the
AP between each wake-up instance of a station is a uniform
distribution. In the absence of packet loss, for a listen interval
coefficient ⌧ , the average number of times the AP needs to

(i) wpa_group_update_count=4

(ii) wpa_group_update_count=32

Fig. 9: Impact of key renewal on association durability. Listen interval coeffi-
cient (⌧ ) is 20. In both sub-figures (i) and (ii): (a) Number of beacons received
by the station (blue lines) as well as the communications between the AP and
station (red bars). (b) Inactivity time of the station from the AP point of view.
(c) Connected time of the station from the AP point of view.

send AID-matched beacons before receiving the PS-Poll packet
is (⌧ � 1)/2. For this experiment, this theoretical average is
9.5. However, our results show an average value of 36, which
is caused by packet loss. The impact of packet loss can be
observed in Figures 8(d) and (e). Figure 8(c) reflects the high
number of packet exchanges required for the AP and station
to communicate. Figure 8(d) shows that packet retransmission
has been necessary for both pinging and keep-alive delivery.

D. Key Renewal

In the previous sections we showed the importance of peri-
odic communication with AP to renew its inactivity timer. In
this section, we confirm that key renewal is also a time-critical
operation and may result in disassociation.

With RSN, each station is assigned two keys: a Pairwise
Transition Keys (PTK) for unicast communication, and Group
Temporal Key (GTK) for multicast and broadcast communica-
tion. Both keys are periodically renewed based on the timer
values defined in hostapd’s configuration. The GTK is also
renewed whenever a station leaves the network. This renewal
is necessary to prevent the station from receiving multicast or
broadcast packets of the network that the station no longer
belongs to. This means mobility and disassociation of any
station may require the AP to communicate with all stations.

In the experiments of this section we use a mobile phone (see
Figure 6) to trigger GTK renewal. The mobile phone has been
programmed to leave the network every 450 seconds and then
join again after 3 seconds. Figure 9(i) shows the results with
the default configuration of hostapd. As it can be observed,
the GTK renewal is performed successfully until around 4000
seconds. At this time, due to link unreliability, the AP fails to
renew the key and disassociates the station. However, since the
station does not receive the disassociation packet, the result is
a disassociation-unaware station.
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Key renewal may result in the disassociation of IoT stations
when the listen interval is long or when the communication link
is unreliable

And fixing this problem requires customizing AP configuration

Takeaway
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Conclusion
• An empirical evaluation of association, beacon reception, and maintaining 

association
• Ensuring the energy efficiency of these operations is essential for building low-

power WiFi-based IoT systems

§ Association cost depends on multiple factors including probing, key 
generation, operating system, and network stack

§ Increasing listen interval to reduce beacon reception overhead may 
negatively impact energy efficiency

§ Maintaining association by relying on AP poll messages is not reliable
§ Key renewal aggravates the chance of disassociation
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